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“There is no substitute for hard work” – Albert Einstein

Thanjavur – The Rice Bowl of Tamil Nadu
I never thought that I would be in this land some day or the other.
The Almighty God had granted me a boon as I had became part of KUMARI

ARIVIAL PERAVAI. This voluntary organization captained by its nucleus Shri.
Mullanchery M. Velaian had strived hard to carve out the future generations of
India. As part of shaping this young generations, KAP, conducted the „Study on
Food processing Technology‟ organized by one of the most prestigious institution
of India, Indian Institute of Crops Processing Technology, Thanjavurand a
„Conference on Consume with Care‟ hosted by Indian Medical Association,
Pudukottai. It‟s truly a dream come true to visit these institutions that serves the
people.
It was a hard and unnerved time for us, the young scientists! After
an interesting study throughout the coastal areas of our district Kanyakumari, we
the young scientists had the first programme of this new and prosperous year. I
was astonished and was excited when my phone rang. It was Shri. Velaian to inform
me about the programme that was conducted on January 9, 2016 at Thanjavur.
Without wasting time, I woke all my team members from their sleep to inform this

great piece of news. I felt a feeling of joy as well as shock from the tone of my
friends. I was eagerly waiting for the grand day to arrive. As per the instructions
of Shri. Velaian, the journey to Thanjavur would start on January 8, 2016 (Friday)
by 4:00 pm in the evening. After halting the night at Team Super Specialty
Hospital, Pudukottai we would continue to Indian Institute of Crops Processing
Technology (IICPT), Thanjavur by the morning of January 9, 2016. After a detailed
study at this foundation, we will move back to the same hospital where there would
be a programme conducted by the Indian Medical Association (IMA). Some of the
young scientists would have speech in front of the physicians of IMA. We will start
the return journey by the night of January 9, and reach the boarding point
(Marthandam Bus Stand) around 6:00 am on January 10, 2016 (Sunday).

With an impatient mind, I rushed to Marthandam Bus Stand by 3:45 pm
on January 8. I felt defeated when I understood that most of my friends were
more punctual than me. The friendliest man in KAP, Shri. Johnson (Administrative
Officer, VPRO Technologies, Marthandam) along with Shri. Velaian was there to
welcome us. By the time, the vehicle in which we will travel to Thanjavur had
arrived. It was the college bus of Marthandam College of Engineering and
Technology (MACET). My heart and mind was full with the golden words of thanks
to Dr. James Wilson, (Chairman, MACET),as he had arranged the transport

facility for us. We waited for some of our friends for about 15 minutes. Before
starting off the journey, Shri. Velaian insisted the parents to come over to the
bus, just to have a discussion on the events that would take place at Thanjavur and
Pudukottai. The time was now 4:15 pm. We have no moment to waste as we had to
cover a very long distance (about 441 km) to Thanjavur. Our parents had their
complete prayer for our victory. The leaders of the respective team checked the
attendance of their members. I was happy that all my team members were present.
One of the most reputed official of KAP, Shri. Edwin Sam (Social Scientist) the
general consultant of the Maroon team also boarded the bus from Marthandam. I
was a little bit nervous since I was left with the compeering charge and also had a
speech at IMA, Pudukottai. Shri. Velaian was there to calm us down. He insisted us
to work as much as possible. Never exceed the limit. He is such an interesting
personality. The journey was pleasant and also fast. Some of my team members
boarded the bus from Swamiyarmadam, Thuckalay and Parvathipuram. Miss. Gby
Atee,
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Thiruvengadam (Dist. Employment Officer. Rtd), Shri. Samraj (AEEO Rtd),
and Mrs. Malar Vizhi were the personalities who accompanied us from here. After
fuelling the vehicle our voyage continued.
We passed through Thovalai, the land of flowers. Flowers represent the happiness

of god. They spread the beautiful fragrance to make this world an area worth
living.The memory of Scientific Awareness Camp, hosted by the C.S.I Institute of
Technology, struck my mind. It was first ever camp in KAP 2015 – 2016. This camp
created our base in Kumari Arivial Peravai. We also saw the temple that we visited

during this camp. The four sides of this temple were always filled with visitors- I
mean here the goats. It‟s situated above a hill and the steps to it were made of
large rocks. The flower market was also a sight of attraction. The streets were
covered with flower shops. Aralvaimozhi is one of the most attracting landscapes
in Kanyakumari district. Aralvaimozhi is near the Muppandal wind farm. This farm is
the largest in Asia and supplies the villagers with electricity for work. It is well
known for being the greatest source of wind energy in Asia. The farm is located
near the once impoverished village of Muppandal.
The land was plain on both the sides of the road covered with short green grasses.
It was an amazing experience to view a windmill from such a close range. Most of
the windmills were in its rotatory motion. Over 100 windmills of different types
were present here. The Kamarajar Bus Stand, located here has over 1000
passengers a day. We moved through Muppandal. The small town is located between
Aralvaimozhi and Kavil Kinaru. We had a glance of the Muppandal Isakiyamman
Temple, one of the most visited Hindu shrines in Kanyakumari. The temple complex
is very rushy on Wednesday, Friday and Sunday. We saw the entry gate of the
ISRO Complex at Mahendragiri. Mahendragiri is the highest peak of the Eastern
Ghats. The ISRO complex was surrounded with big walls on its four sides, not even
allowing us to peep into it. There was tight security in its gates.
We halted for a while at a church „Punniyavalan Mathavadiyan Kurusadi‟, at Kavil
Kinaru, the border of Kanyakumari and Tirunelveli. Spending few moments here
gave us a feel of positive energy. The church has an idol of Velankanni Matha. We
entered the church and prayed for the success of this programme. There were
street vendors near the church selling snacks and fruits. A clear sight of the
windmills of Aralvaimozhi was seen from here. The sun had already set. The power
of darkness had conquered the atmosphere. We had a joyful ambiance in the bus.
The beauty of mountains conquered our eyes. Mountains and hills of different size
were surrounding the scenery.
We reached Nanguneri. Toll collection started from here as we were
moving on through the NH7. Shri. Johnson paid the sum from his pocket. As the
journey continued, we saw the factory of Sankar Cements at Thalaiyuthu. It was
shining in yellow and orange lights in the dark atmosphere. Some of the young
scientists lost themselves in the celebration by singing songs in the bus. The time
was past 8:00 pm. We decided to fuel us with the dinner. The bus stopped at Sree

Saravana Bhavan Hotel, Gopalapuram. As we had brought our dinner, we found an
area to accommodate in the large complex of this hotel. The surface was filled
with gravel. Ornamental plants added the beauty to this restaurant. After
spending some time over there we started the journey by 8:50 pm.
We passed through Kovilpatti of Thoothukudi district by 9:00. This small
town is famous for its Peanut Chikki (Kadalai Mittai). Sattur was the next
destination. It was about 24 km away from Kovilpatti. Madurai is about 98 km away
from Kovilpatti. We crossed a long bridge near Venkateshapuram before reaching
to Sattur. Thulukapatti is about 30 km from Sattur. The Ramco Cement Factory
found its foundation here. It was a beautiful sight to see the factory lightened in
the dark. A lot of heavy vehicles were parked around the factory. Shri. Johnson
had taken out money three times to pay the charge at the tolls. The road carried
on through Virudhanagar, The birth place of Kumarasami Kamaraj, the former chief
minister of Tamil Nadu. The time was 9:45 pm. We were about to reach Madurai,
theTemple City. This city is described as Athens of East. It is also the cultural
headquarters of Tamil Nadu. It is the second largest corporation city in terms of
area and the third most populated city in Tamil Nadu. Madurai is situated on the
banks of the river Vaikai. Earlier it was referred as Thunganagaram. After the
fourth toll at Thirumangalam, we turned right to Madurai. The straight road leads
to Dindigul, which is famous for the Thalappakattu Biriyani. The road here was not
very much developed and we met with many rash drivers. Shri. G. Bergin (P.G Asst.
Govt. H.S.S, Sayalkodi), the general consultant of Yellow team accompanied us on
our journey. We saw one of the Velammal Institutions, the Velammal Medical
College. Soon we got onto a road which leads to Sivagangai and then Pudukottai. We
had taken the long way to Pudukottai. We neared Thirumayam and then turned
right to Namunasamudram. The time was past 2:00 am.We saw the Shanmuganthan
Engineering College and the J.J. College of Arts and Science at Pudukottai. Sharply
at 2:30 am, we reached our destination, Teams Super Specialty Hospital,
Pudukottai. Dr. Anbu was there to greet us. His way of welcome pleased us a lot. He
had done all the arrangements that we required after a very long and tiring
journey. I was very happy as I had seen all the sights during the journey as I was
awake the entire night. We groomed our self and after wishing a good night, we

went on for a pleasing sleep. I was waiting with patience for the next day.

January 9, 2015:
The grand day had arrived. I was patiently waiting for this day for the past few
weeks. I hardly conquered my joy. I woke up by 4:45 am and got ready soon. I
wished all my dear friends and all the officials. After dressing to the nines, we
all assembled for a general meeting by 6:40 am. The morning atmosphere in this
hospital was great. The fresh air revealed us from the tiring journey. We sat
according to our team. There was a discussion on the day‟s programme. Shri.
Velaian initiated this meeting as usual. Our first destination would be Indian
Institute of Crops Processing Technology (IICPT), where there would be
lecture session and lab study on Crops Processing Technology.Shri. Velaian was
furious to know that most of us were not prepared. He stated that we had not
come for a tour but to study. He allotted a time span of one minutes for us to
think over the questions that are to be asked to the experts. As soon as we had
finished the preparation, we were instructed to speak up that questions so that
the officials can judge whether the question is a relevant one or not. The
questions that I raised were:
i.

What types of microbes are used to preserve food stuffs?

ii.

What will be the waste generated from processing of foods be done?
The questions raised by the young

scientists were completely based on Food and
Agriculture. The questions were asked on the

basis of Team.Red team was awarded with the chance to ask first followed by
Yellow, Maroon, Green and Blue teams. Shri. Velaian, Shri. Edwin Sam, Shri.
Bergin and Shri. Balakrishnan corrected our mistakes.He insisted us to ask
question related to paddy crops – how is it damaged, Harmful effects of
consumption of chemically grown rice etc. They also asserted to ask questions on
the chemicals used in it like Aginomotto. Aginomotto can be added only to a
permissible level. If it exceeds it harms the creatures. We produce food stuffs in
a large measure. But the food gets damaged even before it is supplied to the
consumers. This is due to the fact that there is no quality and quantity control.
As I was in charge of the compeering session, Shri. Velaian advised me to
collect recent information on this institution. Shri. Bergin and Miss. Gby helped
me to amass some recent fact of IICPT so that I can make my speech more
beautiful. After finding out the necessary piece of data I assembled back at the
meeting spot. By the time we had finished our discussion. We had reached to the
conclusion of this session and was about to leave to IICPT. Shri Velaian was
conveying his words. He thanked Dr. Anbu who waited for us to arrive in the late
night. He also thanked Dr. Thanashekar and Dr. Ramanathan who had given the
permission to conduct a part of this programme here. Miss. Gby was honored with
a chance to deliver the formal vote of thanks.

“Thanks are the golden words which arise deep from the heart” – she
stated. As per Newton‟s third law (There is an action for every reaction), we must
convey our valuable gratitude to the people who had taken great care for us. She
expressed her token of gratitude to Dr. Anbu who had welcomed us in an
affectionate manner. His smile had added beauty to this programme. He conveyed
her deep thanks to Dr. Thanashekar and Dr. Ramanathan. Finally she showed her
appreciation to all the faculties of this hospital and also to the kind volunteers of

Kumari Arivial Peravai. We received the parcel of morning breakfast and decided
to continue with our voyage.
The clock pointed out 8:00 am. We had no time to spare and quickly
jumped onto the bus. The morning journey was beyond my expectations. We
enjoyed the scenic beauty of Pudukottai. We saw the Pudukottai palace. Sugarcane
cultivation covered both the sides of the road. Short and Green paddy made it
much gorgeous. It was one among the most beautiful sights I had ever seen in my
life till date. As these regions do not receive more amount of rainfall, plants with
unique adapting facilities were found growing here. Trees were covered with
thorns. Cactus was on the extreme of the roads. Certain flowers were also found in
these regions. There were a lot of deviations in the road as the construction was
taking place. The Shasthra University, Prist University, Periyar Maniamma
University and the famous Tamil University were some of the educational
institutions located here. I was spending my time preparing the compeering speech.
We had a little confusion with the roads. The Thanjavur collectrate office had
unique architectural structures. After a drive for about 1 - 2 hours, we reached
our destination, Indian Institute of Crops Processing Technology.
IICPT is a pioneer institute of research and development under the ministry of
food processing industries, Govt. of India. This institution with its hi-tech
instruments and laboratories is engaged in food grain processing, value addition,
byproduct utilization through bio processing, process and product development.
This institution had scaled great heights under the able leadership of Dr. K.
Singaravadivel. I could not believe my eyes to watch and walk in this reputed
institute. The institute is located completely in a pollution free atmosphere. It is
hard to find any form of waste here. The architect who hard constructed this
institute is truly an expert. It blended with the beauty of the surroundings.

We entered the canteen and ate our breakfast. It was very delicious. We
then rushed to the conference hall where the meeting was organized. I positioned
myself to welcome all the dignitaries to dais. The personalities who attended the
programme were:
 Dr. J. Alice R.P. Sujeetha (Professor, IICPT)
 Mrs. R. Vidyalakshmi (Scientist, Department of Food Safety and
Quality Testing, IICPT)
 Dr. Hema (Scientist, Department of food Product Development, IICPT)
 Dr. K. Suresh Kumar (Senior Scientist, Department of Food Safety
and Quality Testing, IICPT)
 Mr. R. Paranthaman (Technical Officer, Department of Food Safety
and Quality Testing, IICPT)
 Dr. V.R. Sinija (Associate Professor, IICPT)
 Mr. Prithviraj (Senior Research Fellow, IICPT)
 Ms. Sheeba (Senior Research Fellow, IICPT)
 Shri. Mullanchery M. Velaian (Organizer – Kumari Arivial Peravai)
Miss. Gby Atee was warmly welcomed to deliver the theme talk – Overview on
Consume with Care.She related her speech on all the research topics – Natural
Resources, Agriculture, Food, Energy and Industrialization. The demand for food
has increased drastically. People do not receive what they want in a proper
requirement level. Our district Kanyakumari is blessed as it is the only district in
the world where everything is available in plenty. It is equipped with different
types of natural resources, food items, agriculture etc. During the ancient period,
it was referred as the Rice bowl of Travancore. She quoted out a quote of Albert
Einstein.
“Look closely into the nature and you will understand everything better”
We humans at present had developed a habit of using everything unlimited
manner. We are not consuming anything with care.
Water bodies:

Tamil Nadu was surrounded by water bodies completely on its sides. The water
bodies like rivers, lakes, pond etc provided fresh water and supported human
existence. Rivers helped in irrigation. The land was fertile and agriculture
flourished which resulted in more population in the area surrounding water bodies.
Kanyakumari was an agricultural head quarter. But, due to human activities, we had
lost the title of being the granary of southern Travancore. Large sum of
pollutants are released by the industries which result in a large scale pollution.
Solid and chemical wastes are completely dumped in the rivers and other water
bodies. Rivers serve as the sewage canal. It had become a breeding site for
mosquitoes. The percentage of dengue, a deadly disease caused by mosquitoes was
just 75%. Now the statistics had rose to over 200%. The only way to avoid such a
situation is to avoid polluting and destroying the water bodies. We must consume it
with a lot of care.
Mountain:
Mountains are one among the most beautiful places of the world. Our
Kanyakumari was surrounded by different mountains around it. The Maruthual
Malai and Vellimalai increase the beauty of our district. It is also home to large
percentage of biodiversity species. We used to enjoy its scenic beauty while
travelling through the vehicles. But now, the situation had changed completely. The
mountains are totally broken down. Highways are built in its place. This is done for
making our life easier. But this makes the life of many creatures more difficult. To
preclude this situation, humans must sacrifice a lot. They must consume these
resources with care.
Coast:
The beautiful and attracting place where the land and sea meets is termed
as coat. Kanyakumari is the only district where three water bodies meet at a point.

The Indian Ocean, The Arabian Sea and the Bay of Bengal meet at the southern tip
of India – Kanyakumari. During the ancient period the coastal area where richly
surrounded by tall sand dunes. They are useful to us, as they can withstand the
force of the upcoming waves and stop it. They reduce the damage caused by the
natural disasters like Tsunami. The situation had changed completely. It is rare to
find sand dunes. The beaches are filled with pollutants especially plastics. Also
tourism increases a country‟s economy; it harms the balance between the
environment and creatures. The coastal resources are very much valuable. They too
must be consumed with care.
Agriculture:
“There is no culture without agriculture”. Ancient people were very
healthy as they consumed only natural food. They practiced the technique of
organic farming. The method of using natural and decomposable material to aid the
growth of plants which consists of different nutrient substances are called as
Organic Farming. This technique not only produces healthy food substances but
also enriched the soil with good nutrients. During the 60s and 70s, the population
grew rapidly. The amount of food produced by the farmers was not sufficient for
this population. Norman Bougler (Father of green revolution) promoted the idea
of using chemicals like fertilizers and pesticides for better yield. Although this
idea wiped out hunger of large percent of people, the quality of soil and the crops
produced went down. Food distribution has also become not equal. If there is a
world war three it would surely be for water and food. To tackle this situation we
must consume these resources with care. Saving energy had also become an
important part of our day to day living.
Her conclusion attracted us a lot. We have succeeded in launching a
satellite to Mars and are searching for water in its surface. But if we don‟t
preserve the water of our planet Earth, soon we would also become a dry planet
like MARS.

“Consume with Care,

Conserve Natural Resources available on Earth,
7 Billion Dreams, One Planet, Consume With Care”, she cautioned.
Her words urged that the conservation of Earth is very important. Without a
planet or without a source we humans and other creatures will perish and there will
be an Earth but without you and me or human being.

“We don‟t inherit the planet from the ancestors, but borrowed from our
children”.
Mrs. R. Vidyalakshmi welcomed us warmly with her welcome address. The first
words that she uttered were her token of appreciation to Miss. Gby Atee who had
given a brilliant overview on Consume with Care. She welcomed all the part and
parcel of Kumari Arivial Peravai in a Grand Manner. She appreciated the theme
topic that we have selected “Consume with Care” and also advised us to consume all
the necessary resources with care. She expressed her gratitude to KAP, for giving
them these wonderful memories and experience to remember.
We felt gifted to hear the words of Dr. J. Alice R.P Sujeetha, who
presented an overview of IICPT. She was glad to see the energetic young blood
sitting in front of her, who tries to create an awareness to fight for the well being
of creatures in the world. We all were surprised to know that she too belonged to
the most beautiful Kanyakumari district. She introduced herself as an Agri.
Entomologist. She pointed out some of the natural beauty of Kanyakumari District.
Kanyakumari is a blessed district as it borders the state of Kerala and surrounded
by water bodies. It has all the type of climates. Kanyakumari is the southernmost
corner of our motherland India. It is rich with different species of marine
creatures, animals, birds, plantations etc. The basic necessities that we need to
live in this planet are:
 Food

 Shelter
 Clothing
She explained in brief about this institution. This institution which was
started in 1967 at Thanjavur was completely based on Food Processing Technology.
It moved onto the education sector at the year of 2008. A total of seven
departments are part of the institution. The most important branch is the food
processing, Food safety and quality testing. Academics and research also form a
part of this institute. It is equipped with different laboratories including
incubation center. A lot of foreign students too get attracted to this institution.
Student exchange policy is practiced here. All the laboratories are NABL
accredited and are one of the best laboratories in whole India. Two mobile units
are also element of this institute.
I.
II.

Mobile Food Processing Unit
Mobile Food Testing Laboratory

A lot of national and international seminars take place under this institute.
Over 12,000 successful students have been graduated from this institute. Most of
them got posting in reputed companies like Amul. Mechanized methods are
practiced here. A regional center is established in Guwahati, Assam under the
leadership of Mrs. Badal (Food and Safety Minister). This institution also goes
for Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) between 14 international and 23
national level institutes.International conferences or seminars take place here once
in six months. Just like other colleges and institutes, cultural, sports events take
place here. A lot of research takes place in this institute.
She mentioned some of the problems that we humans face due to improper food
habits. Dengue fever is 100% much more than the past 2 years. Coconut oil
extracted from the coconut which is mainly found in Kanyakumari and Kerala are
very nutritious. Improper displacement of coconut shells allow water to get
collected which becomes a breeding site for the mosquitoes. To avoid this
nutritional security is important. Food items like Tapioca, steam cakes and fish

which were once our staple food had now changed. Banana species like the Nendra
are very much rare to see. India was blessed with agriculture. It was swimming in
grains. There was a steady growth after the green revolution which was
implemented after the Bengal famine of 1943 and Famine of 1960.
The production of grains on the year of 2013 - 2014 was 263.20 million.
But still 240 million people in India go with hunger to bed and over 1 billion in
world goes to bed with empty stomach. Fruits and vegetables are mostly eaten by
the people in Western Countries due to which they lead a longer and healthier life.
Half of the food that we manufacture is wasted. The PDS and Noon Meal Scheme
supported the life of a large percentage of people in India. Food grains are getting
damaged due to manufacturing and storage problems. Insect and pathogens harm
these crops. The population is expected to rise to 9 billion by 2050. A lot of new
technologies invented by the humans have made our life easier.A large scale growth
has occurred in the case of agriculture. Drip irrigation, sprinkler irrigation have
also contributed to it. The resources are also getting reduced. For a safe and
bright future, she stressed on the fact that Consuming Everything with care is
very important. Our Motto must be “A hunger free world”
Her speech not only provided us knowledge about this establishment but
also advocated on the fact of protecting the resources for future.
Siddharth a member of the Maroon team was welcomed to give away his feedback.
He too conveyed that he was happy to stand before the dignitaries to speak and
also astonished to step in this great foundation. He went across the entire words
spoke by the dignitaries. We had arrived to the conclusion of the inaugural session.
Shri. Mullanchery M. Velaian addressed the final speech - vote of thanks.
He thanked this institution for giving us the kind permission to conduct a
programme here. There was a great response from its officials as soon as the

request to conduct a programme here was proposed. Mrs. R. Vidyalakshmi took
the command for conducting the programme in a great manner. Her soft words
attracted us a lot. He thanked her from the bottom of his heart. He also conveyed
his sincere gratitude to Dr. Alice, who had spent with us the entire session
besides her busy schedule. He also conveyed his joy when she uttered two words
from her mouth - Kanyakumari and Marthandam. He also went through the voyage
of KAP, from its beginning in June 2015. He also conveyed his thanks to the
director of this temple, Dr. Singaravadivel, because of whom this programme was
conducted here. Shri. Edwin Sam appreciated Mrs. Vidyalakshmi by presenting
her a book about „Sustainable Environment‟. Shri. Thiruvengadam, a person with a
great experience presented the book to Dr. Alice, as a token of thanks.
The inaugural session thus came to an end with pomp and glory. We passed on
to the lecture session after a tea break of about five minutes. I welcomed Dr.
Hema to deliver an address on Food Processing and Value Addition.
At the outset, she congratulated us for the works that we have done and also
informed that she was happy to attend this programme. She started with a
beautiful quote of Thomas Alva Edison
“The doctor of future will give no medicine, but will instruct his patients in
care of the human frame, in diet and in the cause and prevention of diseases”
“As a young scientist, we must know the health of our country” - she
stated. She then passed on to her lecture. A large percent of the people living in
this world are aged between 10 - 25 years. But the health of this age group is very
poor. She made us clear this statement by showing some images. Irons, Iodine, Zinc
are the essential micronutrients that most of us lack. Around ¾ of the children are
anemic. Even preschool children are getting affected with night blindness, neural
disorders, deficiency diseases, immature birth rates etc. India is leading in the
production of fruits. It is second in the production of grains and sugarcane. We are
also the largest consumers of grains and sugarcane.Fruits occupies over 1.8% in the

processing sector. Due to some improper manufacturing and storage methods, we
lose almost 20% - 60% of food. There are two types of food based on their quality:
 Perishable
 Semi Perishable Commodity
Wastage of food manufactured can lead to loss of over 50,000 crore per
year. Low input technology, Low processing Technology and Low production have
affected the food habits of the people. The processing technology had gone down
by around 7% and the production scale went further by 40% - 60%. Less quality
and less competitiveness make the processing sector more badly. India produces
50% of the world‟s mangoes. The demand is increasing rapidly. We would become
the fifth largest consumers soon in the International Market by 2025.
The food harvested goes to the wholesaler, retailer and then only to the
consumers. This kind of technique does not yield proper money for the farmers. In
developed countries, there is a direct link between the farmer and the consumer.
Processing and preserving techniques must be developed so that the food can be
kept for a very long time. 10% of the 247.6 million tons of the grains produced are
getting wasted. Irregular pricing of the food products, bring loss to the farmers
but profit to the wholesalers and retailers.
Amla, tomato are very much rich in antioxidants. The nutrients of the
food must be preserved. The food products must be processed immediately or else
it loses its nutrient content. Our country is rich in all the resources. These factors
create employment and develop the GDP. Foreign Investments would reach on its
glory here. She conveyed shocking news that, Reliance had promised to pay the
debt of India in the World Bank if the country promises to change its name to
Reliance India.
Processing food can increase the nutritional value of the food and also
store it for a long time without getting destroyed. Processing food can also
increase the economy. Food helps us to grow, develop and protect the human body.
She pointed out the staple food of some of the countries.



South America – maize



South Africa – Tapioca



North America – Wheat

She advised us to consume energy and protective food, which are rich in
carbohydrates and vitamins. Although rice is our staple food, we are moving
towards wheat and maize. She explained the constituents of some instant food
products like noodles which are made of refined wheat flour and flakes made of
maize. She directed us by stating that “As a young scientist, it is our duty to
popularize our staple food”. Most of the foods are processed using the extruded
technology. The storage and processing of the food stuffs depends on the
temperature. Cereals can be used in breakfast if the temperature is high or
noodles are taken in if the temperature is low. The processing of food leaves some
organic residues which are added on to food like magi. She named some of the
different types of millets like spaghetti, vermicelli, tortellini etc.
She named some of the types of processing technology existing here like the:
o Snack food processing
o Pasta processing
o Vegetable Processing
o Cake processing
o Pastry Processing
o Millet Malt processing
Kanyakumari is rich in different food products like the tapioca, sago
(a substance used in payasam). Food items like horlicks and powders are made
through conventional processing techniques. Biscuits also stated as mini cake is
the most common food product of the United States. The most common types of

food in Kanyakumari are the white rice and dosa. She explained how rice is
divided:
Raw Rice
Whole
Cooked Grain

Rice

Modified
Rice

Products
Processed food items are described as value added products. She named some of
the value added vegetables and fruits:
Fruit candy
Fruit bar
Jam
Jelly
Marmalade
Fruit cocktail
Mango powder
Dried fruits and vegetables
The most common technique practiced in home is preserving the food in
refrigerators. This method cannot preserve the food for a very long time. Storing
it in the form of pastes can make it last for over 6 month. She explained on canning
of mango pulp, process of germination, the Ohmic – Heat process Technique and
also on Soya Milk Extraction facility. She proved that 600 liters of milk could be
obtained from just 1 kilogram of Soya. Chocolates are made through the method of
baking and Confectionary Method.
We Indian are leaving the traditional food and are depending more upon
the western culture. She spoke few words on Energy bar. This food contains
energy rich food products like rice and millets and are in the form of chocolates.
The energy bar also follows the same method used in making peanut Chikki (Kadala
Mittai). Since this food item is rich in rice, it imparts energy in the form of

carbohydrates. Steam cake and other cakes are made by passing steam through
the food item called as baking technique. The nutritional value of the coconuts can
be increased if they are processed in the Osmo dehydration method. Their rate
has touched rupees sixty two in Delhi and other metropolitan cities whereas it
costs around rupees fifteen in Kanyakumari district. Value addition can be done
mainly in three methods:
a. Pre processing
b. Processing
c. Post processing
She stated how the food products are packed. A sterilized atmosphere is
necessary for food packaging. Automatic machines were used there for washing,
grinding and packaging of food. The packaged food products must have a brand
name, which increases its fame in the market. The food products are brought into
the market only after the purity test by the Food Safety and Standards
Authority of India (FSSAI). Before ending off her speech, she displayed an
interesting video which demonstrated the processing of tomato in the mobile
processing unit. She explained each methods of processing briefly.
i.

Washing

ii.

Sorting

iii.

Blanching – Applying heat to the food items to make it free from enzymes.

iv.

Pulp Extraction – After heating it in water, the pulp of the vegetable is
then taken out.

v.

Hot Filling

vi.

Sealing

vii.

Sterilization

viii.

Labeling
This processing technique stores the food for over six months without

losing any sought of nutritional values. Before she stoped her speech she insisted

us never to be carried away by Western foods and eat the traditional foods, which
are very much rich in nutritional values. Jasim Farvin Fize Mohammed (Leader of
yellow team) was welcomed to give away the feedback.
Dr. Suresh Kumar was requested to take a lecture on Food Safety Concepts. His
speech conveyed the importance of consuming safe food. He described 2015 as the
food safety year. He listed six steps for food safety concepts. They are:
i.

Clean

ii.

Separate

iii.

Cook

iv.

Chill

v.

Throw Away

vi.

Check
Before he moved on to a detailed explanation, he stated the objectives of

his lecture.
 Identify the risk factors before consuming a food product
 To identify the hazards and to establish a proper control
 To apply the knowledge to determine safety of food programme.
He also expressed some of the latest statistics:
o 76 million people are affected with food borne illness
o 340,000 gets hospitalized every year
o Over 5000 death are reported across the world.
He mentioned some of the risk factors during the consumption of food:
Consuming food from unsafe sources can cause deadly diseases. The food
may come in contact with unhygienic environment or with certain poisonous
chemicals.

Inadequate cooking – Eating half Boiled food can be harmful as all the
bacteria may not die.
Improper holding temperature – Some organism have the ability to survive in
low or high temperature. Example: Meat should be consumed soon as soon as
it is taken out of the refrigerator.
Usage of contaminated equipments like unclean vessels.
Poor personal hygiene – the cook must have a proper hygiene and should have
the head and hands covered.
He pointed out the time period when the food gets affected with
pathogens. Open food takes time period between an hour to 6 hours or 3 days to
get contaminated with pathogens. It takes a time period of half an hour to six
weeks for a person to get affected with the disease caused by the pathogens in
the food that he had consumed. These pathogens mainly affect:
 Infants
 Young children
 Older Adults
 Pregnant ladies
 People with low immunity
There are mainly three food safety hazards. They are:


Biological



Physical



Chemical
A food can be said to be chemically hazardous if it is exposed to harmful

chemicals, which cause diseases when in took by living creatures. A food item is
said to be biologically contaminated if it is affected with microorganisms like
bacteria, fungus etc. A food item is said to be physically hazardous if it comes in
contact with substances like Plastics, Bones, Wood, Glass, Metals etc.To overcome

these food safety problems, he had raised a lot of recommendations in his address.
Some of them are:
Clean – Washing of food items and personal hygiene is very important. The
food items should be thoroughly washed before using. There must be no
surface-food contact, as most of the pathogens move from the various
surface and affect the food.
He also advised to wash certain fruits and vegetables in Salt water
as salt has the ability to nullify the chemicals. Food items should not be in the
water, take immediately after washing in the water, as there may be chance for
pathogens present in the water. Fruits must be wiped in a clean cloth. Taking in
food items with chemicals like fungicides can cause tongue cancer.
The major personal hygiene that must be followed while washing a food item:
i.

Wash the hand in warm water

ii.

Use soap and Scrub the hand for at least twenty seconds.

iii.

Wash again in clean running water

iv.

Wipe the hand in a clean and dry cloth

Methods to follow while cooking food:
i.

Wash the food item

ii.

Wash the utensils

iii.

Knives, chopping board and other equipments should be dirt free.
Separate – Food item should be separated after a shopping. Raw food,
cooked foods and ready to eat foods should always be kept aside. Use
different equipments like knives, chopping board, plates for various food
items like meat, vegetables etc.
Cook – Food should be cooked before consuming as it kills the pathogens in
the food. He also mentioned about the Thermo temperature instrument
devised in the USA, which keeps a note of the temperature of the food
items. Chicken and other form of meat should be stored at 180 degree
Fahrenheit. Eggs must be stored at 160 degree Fahrenheit.

Chill – Food must be stored in the refrigerator with a suitable temperature
depending upon their type. Bacteria multiply rapidly between a temperature
of 40 and 140 degree Fahrenheit. Thermometers must be installed in the
refrigerators. Food items kept in the refrigerator can get damaged within
three to four days.
Avoid
i.

Raw milk

ii.

Unpasteurized juice

iii.

Raw sprouts

iv.

Partially cooked eggs

v.

Raw and undercooked meat and poultry


Cleaning – Steps to clean a fruit or a vegetable are as follows:

i.

Remove the outer leaves

ii.

Rinse under clean running water

iii.

Rub briskly

iv.

Avoid using soap or detergents

v.

Wipe with a dry cloth

vi.

Make sure that there is no moisture

vii.

Cut away the bruised parts


Handling – The fruit must be taken in within 2 hours after peeling it off.
Always read the label to know the nutritional facts of the food. Meat should
be washed in hot water. Avoid using cold water, as cold water contains more
impurities which add to the existing microbes. Raw meat should always be
kept at the bottom of the refrigerator. The juice of the meat can fall on
the fruits and vegetables if it is kept at the top, and thus affecting other
food items. Always cook the food to the safe temperature.

Before ending his speech, he raised us some interesting questions and askedus to
answer.
1. A pizza is kept in the open atmosphere for one day. Should we eat it the
next day?

No. Even if we reheat the pizza next day, it may contain some pathogens which can
form heat resistant toxins.
2. Hamburger thawed at the kitchen corner. Should we eat it the next day?
No. Since it is not stored properly, there may be some pathogens grown which can
cause diseases.
3. Perishable food left out of the noon meal is stored under the light of the
sun. Is it safe to eat the food?
Since the room temperature is the apt one, there may be bacteria
growing on the food. Therefore it should not be consumed.
4. Pumpkin pie stored at room temperature over night?
Must be thrown away.
5. Leftover food stored in the refrigerator for over a week?
Must be tossed out.
He listed some of the pathogens which affect the food commonly. The
Clostridium bialuminium could be commonly found in cans.Clostridium perfringens is
commonly found in the meat. The Escherichia coli O157 is commonly found in the
intestinal part of meat. The Salmonella is usually found in raw food items. The
Staphylococcus aureus is frequently found in the nose, hair and respiratory tracts
of humans and animals. The Listeria Monocytogenes that cause listeria is normally
found in the soil. The Bacillus cereus is generally found in the contaminated food
items.
He also found time to clear our doubts. I was the first person to ask him a
question.
a) It is proven that if we eat just a piece of Kurkurea, 10 grams of fat is
getting deposited in the body. Is this process caused due to any type of
pathogens?

He replied by stating that the fat deposition here is not because of
pathogens
b) Sarasa enquired the reason why broiled eggs and meat should be never
consumed?
These food items are injected with oestrogen. They are added to
these foods to increase its quantity. When consumed, the hormones quicken the
body growth.
c) Siddharth questioned that, is there any problem with drinking water, kept at
sunlight for hours?
He answered that only dirt gets deposited. The water can be consumed
after filtration.
d) Dereshia queried about the factors that fungus wants to grow?
Fungus needs three conditions to grow:


Suitable Temperature



Moisture



Medium to grow

e) One of the young scientists inquired the reason why honey does not spoil?
“The water content of honey is a key factor in why
it doesn't spoil. At 17%, its water content is much lower than that of bacteria or
fungi” – Mrs. Hema replied.
Mr. Paranthaman created awareness among us through his lecture on Food
adulteration. "Adulteration" is a legal term meaning that a food product fails to
meet federal or state standards. Adulteration is an addition of another substance
to a food item in order to increase the quantity of the food item in raw form or
prepared form, which may result in the loss of actual quality of food item. These
substances may be other available food items or non-food items. Among meat and
meat products some of the items used to adulterate are water or ice, carcasses, or

carcasses of animals other than the animal meant to be consumed. Friedrich Accum
was the first person to use and identify the word „Food adulteration‟. The
substance added to the food is called as adulterant.
He explained a basic method to identify the adulteration of tea powder.
Take a filter paper and dip few drops of water with tea powder on it. If the color
changes, the tea powder is adultered. Food adulteration can be broadly divided into
two types:
 Intentional adulteration
 Incidental adulteration
Maggi (instant noodles) was banned due to the presence of msg (Monosodium
glutamate) and presence of lead over the accepted rate (2.5 parts per million).
The adulterant used in Turmeric is Metantil yellow and Kesar Dal, which cause
stomach ache and are highly carcinogenic. Synthetic dye is added to Green
chilies. Formalin is added to Ice cream, Paneer etc.Tamarind seeds which cause
diarrhea are combined with coffee powder. Uncontrolled food adulteration has
become a common sight today. Erythrosine is used in watermelons to add up the
color, in Delhi, the capital of India. It was found out by the Food Safety and
Standards Authority of India. He showed us a lot of newspaper cuttings in the
power point that proved the usage of adulterants in the food.
6845 food samples were found to be adultered out of the 645993 tested
between 2011 and 2012. This rate has increased to 10245. There was an increase in
18.8%. 32 products of Tata Starbucks were rejected last year, since a lot of
adulterants were found in the food products.
Water, Urea, Starch and Formalin are used in milk as adulterants. Pure milk flows
slowly leaving a white trail, whereas adultered milk flows quickly without any sought
of trail.
He published a list of food items along with the adulterants used in it.
o Ghee

– Coal tar dye, Vanaspati

o Edible oil

– colors

o Coconut

– Cyanide derivates

o Sugar

– Chalk, Urea

o Honey

– Sugar Solution

o Jaggery

– Washing soda, Metantil Yellow

o Coffee powder – Tamarind seeds, cereal starch
o Rice, Maida

– Boric Acid

o Pulses

– Lead Chromate

o Pepper

– Papaya seeds, coal with mineral oil

o Cloves

– Volatile Oil

o Turmeric

– Colored Saw dust, Lead Chromate

o Chili powder

–

Sudan lll

Chicken 65 (a dish) as a brownish color due to the addition of Sudan lll. Biriyani has
a normal color of yellow, but it is most commonly found in red and white due to the
presence of Sudan lll. Colors are added to the food without a limit. Most of the
adulterants spoil our food and our life. He also presented a video which showed
adulteration of food. It showed off the images of adulterants used in water melon,
cauliflower, green peas etc.
His speech truly created a consciousness among we young scientists and we
promised ourself to get rid of these harmful food products.
The time was past 1:00 am and we gathered at the canteen for lunch.
After a delicious lunch we accumulated at the library. The appearance of the
library was marvelous. The books were arranged based on the subjects. The
majority of the books were based on agriculture, food, food processing, chemistry,
biochemistry etc. The seating arrangements were great. The library offered a
great and calm atmosphere to read the books. After a detailed study at the ground
floor, we climbed on to the first floor, through specially designed staircase. It felt
that the steps were hanging on the air. Thanjavur Thalayatti Bommai was also a key
attraction of this library. There were latest volumes of all types of book related to
agriculture. It was a kind of library that we had never seen before.

“A library is not a luxury, but one of the necessities of life”
-

Henry Ward Beecher

We all spent few of our time reading the books in the library. After a
thorough study of the library, we all gathered and moved towards the laboratory
of Department of food safety and quality test. On our way to the lab, we saw the
picture of Dr. V. Subramanian, the founder of IICPT. Dr. Vidyalakshmi clearly
explained about the activities that takes place in this laboratory.
This laboratory is one of the laboratories in India, which got rights
from FSSAI (Food Safety and Standards Authority of India) to conduct tests to
find the quality of food. This laboratory is the collection of three wings:


Rice processing



Quality testing



Safety testing
The first under harvesting of a food item is processing. She stated that

the raw materials of the food items are tested here. The packed food must have
the nutritional information and ingredients used. There are five important things
that would be always displayed in the nutritional label. They are:


Protein



Fat



Ash



Moisture



Energy
The lab was completely surrounded with equipments that are used

in the process of food items. We are moving away from the olden traditions and
started using hand pounded rice. The machines are used to remove the husk of the
rice. It is rich in silicon and comes in different colors like red, black, white etc. A
small layer is present between the rice and the husk. It is rich in Vitamin B. Since

we had moved on to machinery for the process of rice, we lose the membrane. She
explained some of the machines that are used for processing of rice.
Sheller – This machine is used to remove the external husk of the rice.
Polisher – Soft and silky rice is obtained, as the polisher polishes the rice. It
has fine layers of bran and water.
Metal polisher
Hi tech machines and industrial mill have made the rice free of impurities. The
destonalizer is used to remove black rice and also stones from the rice during
harvesting. Black rice occurs due to fungal/bacterial infection in the paddy. It may
occur if there is a poor storage technology.
The golden rice is one of the best examples of the genetically
modified rice. The gene of different rice species are induced together to obtain
golden rice. They are rich in vitamin A and have a golden appearance. This type of
rice does not cause serious threat to human beings. These plants sometimes
contain harmful residue of the DNA, which affects the growth of the plants, thus
threatening the life of farmers who cultivate this kind of crops. Climate plays an
important role in its growth. Basmati rice is consumed in a large quantity in South
India, although it‟s not the staple food of south Indians. It grows very well in the
northern part of India, in the soils of Punjab. This rice is rich in Pyrolin. The
climatic conditions of South India are not suitable for their growth.
Plastic rice or ultra rice isn‟t actually made of plastic. Any sort of flour is
taken and then made into the form of rice and then cooked. The nutrients present
in the rice depend upon the type of powder used.
She spoke on praising this laboratory. It is accredited with National
Accreditation Board for Testing and Calibration Laboratories (NABL). This
organization gives accreditation to the laboratories to conduct high level of food
processing and quality testing. The presence of mycotoxins and other particles
could be identified with the various instruments. She named the two main
instruments present here.

 HPTLC – High Performance Thin Layer Chromatography
 ICP – Intra Cranial Pressure spectrometer
There are only four laboratories all over India, which had received the green
signal from FSSAI, to conduct quality tests. This laboratory is one of it with
FSSAI‟s accreditation. Mr. Paranthaman took us across the laboratory, explaining
the various instruments used here.
a. LCMSMS - Liquid chromatography-tandem mass spectrometry
This instrument can be used as a pesticide analyzer and to find all the chemicals
components in the food item. It offers analytical specificity superior to that of
immunoassays or conventional high performance/pressure liquid chromatography
(HPLC) for low molecular weight analytes and has higher output than gas
chromatography-mass spectrometry (GC-MS).It detects in the form of molecular
level detection. The mass spectrometer studies by breaking the ions and molecules.
It can also be used to find the level of melamine in milk. The average cost of this
instrument exceeds over rupees 1 crores. We were very much lucky to see this
instrument

at

our

younger

age.

The

HPLC

(High

Performance

Liquid

Chromatography) is the increased version of LCMS. The preparative HPLC also
studies by separating the color. This machine has the ability to separate the mixed
violet of a beetroot. The following methods are practiced after a study through
the machines:
o Identification
o Experiment
o Documentation
o Implementation
b. Amino acid analyzer – Our body has seven essential amino acids. Their
presence and level could be tested with the help of amino acid detector/
analyzer.
c. RT PCR – Real Time PCR

A quantitative PCR instrument is a machine that amplifies and detects DNA. It
combines the functions of a thermal cycler and a fluorimeter, enabling the process
of quantitative PCR.
d. ICP MS - Inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry is a type of mass
spectrometry which is capable of detecting metals and several non-metals at
concentrations as low as one part in 1015 (part per quadrillion, ppq) on noninterfered low-background isotopes. It measure in nano grams. Since Nitric
gas is emitted out, eye pain may occur. Its average cost range starts from
rupees 95 lakh.
e. ICP OES - Inductively coupled plasma atomic emission spectroscopy (ICPAES), also referred to as inductively coupled plasma optical emission
spectrometry (ICP-OES), is an analytical technique used for the detection
of trace metals. It measures in milligrams in the form of mass per trillion.
The micronutrient minerals could be detected through this instrument which
costs over rupees 45 lakh.
Mr. Prithviraj (Research Fellow, IICPT) explained in a nutshell about the basic
function of this laboratory. Food items are selected and then broken into parts
based on the nutrients content in it like carbohydrates, vitamins, fats, proteins
etc. The basic function is to identify the percentage of nutrients in the food. The
presence of toxins in the food is also analyzed. “The test that takes place here is
similar to the breaking down of mixture” – he conversed.
We entered into the Department of microbiology, where Dr. T. Rajendran
(Technical Assistant) took a lecture on microbiology and explained about the
various parts of this lab. He stated about NAIP (National Agriculture Innovation
Project) which is governed under the ICAR (Indian Council for Agricultural
Research). He described a new project that takes place here under the approval of
ICAR.
Idli preparation takes about over 12 hours of time through
fermentation. The scientists and researchers across India, is engaged in tests to
reduce the time of idli preparation. The fermentation takes place due to the
organism that goes from the hand to the dough while mixing. The government of
India, allocated rupees 4 crores to find out a dough which takes limited time to get

cooked. After a detailed study, the researchers are back with dough made of rice,
black gram, citric acid and sodium bicarbonate. He explained the biological and
chemical elements of the dough.
Biological:
The microorganisms are isolated and treated with Ultra Violet rays
to lose its DNA. Thus the time period of fermentation reduce from 8 hours to 2
hours.
Chemical:
Citric acid is introduced into the dough artificially to exhibit a sour
taste. The limits of the ingredients are given by the FSSAI. He also portrayed the
flour. A time period of 2 hours should be elapsed after mixing it with water. It is
then cooked to obtain a normal idli.
Miss. Thenmozhi showed us some specimens of bacteria and fungus that they
collected from the food items after quality testing.
Bacteria constitute a large domain of prokaryotic microorganisms. Typically a few
micrometers in length, bacteria have a number of shapes, ranging from spheres to
rods and spirals. Bacteria were among the first life forms to appear on Earth, and
are present in most of its habitats. Bacteria inhabit soil, water, acidic hot springs,
radioactive, and

the

deep

portions

of Earth's

crust.

Bacteria

also

live

in symbiotic and parasitic relationships with plants and animals.
A fungus is any member of the group of eukaryotic organisms that includes
unicellular microorganisms such as yeasts and molds, as well as multicellular fungi
that produce familiar fruiting forms known as mushrooms. These organisms are
classified as a kingdom, Fungi, which are separated from other life kingdoms
of plants, animals, and bacteria.
We saw different types of microscopes including the compound microscope.
A compound microscope is a microscope which uses a lens close to the object being
viewed to collect light (called the objective lens) which focuses a real image of the
object inside the microscope (image 1). That image is then magnified by a second
lens or group of lenses (called the eyepiece) that gives the viewer an enlarged
inverted virtual image of the object (image 2). The use of a compound
objective/eyepiece combination allows for much higher magnification, reduced

chromatic

aberration

and

exchangeable

objective

lenses

to

adjust

the

magnification. A compound microscope also enables more advanced illumination
setups, such as phase contrast.
We also studied the ultra sonic cleaner. An ultrasonic cleaning is a process
that uses ultrasound (usually from 20–400 kHz) and an appropriate cleaning solvent
(sometimes ordinary tap water) to clean items. The ultrasound can be used with
just water, but use of a solvent appropriate for the item to be cleaned and the
type of soiling present enhances the effect. Cleaning normally lasts between three
and six minutes, but can also exceed 20 minutes, depending on the object to be
cleaned. The feedback was delivered by the young scientist Padmaja.
We moved on to the packaging and incubation lab, where Mrs. Sheeba
explained about the various processes through which food items are packed and
sold. The life time of the processed foods depends upon the quality of packaging.
Value added products have a lot of shelf life. A high and standard manufacturing
grade must be developed.
I.

Packaging

Each product has different types of packaging material. It also needs a modified
atmosphere for packaging. Nitrogen and other preservative gases are flushed into
the packages which contain the food items. She displayed the different
instruments used in the laboratory like the inject printer (used for printing the
labels in the pack), form fill seal machine (used for filling and sealing the pack),
clipping machine, band sealer etc.
It was a great experience when we got into the Mobile food testing
laboratory. The total cost for implementing this project was about rupees 45 to 55
lakh. Mr. Paranthaman described it as the world‟s first mobile food testing
laboratory. Dr. Shanmugapriya and Dr. Shadhana explained about the activities
that take place in this unit. The samples are collected at the collective counter,
which are then subjected to various tests. She also showed some samples of
adultered and pure food items like Dal, Pappaya seeds, Chili etc.
The programme at IICPT thus came to a wonderful end. After the tea,
we all assembled back at the conference hall, where Shri. Velaian delivered the

final note. It was a great experience to visit one of the prestigious institutions of
India. He thanked all the scientists and doctors who had arranged all the facilities
for us. It was truly an unforgettable moments. All the faculties here, felt happy
when they conveyed their wisdom to us. He commanded us that post cards must be
sent to the director of this institution conveying our happy regards for allowing us
to conduct a study here. He thanked Dr. Amadusurabhi and Mrs. Vidyalakshmi
who had provided all the facilities here. He blessed the graduates of this institute
and wished them to scale great heights. After expressing his deep words of love
and gratitude, we gathered up for a photo session. By 4:15 pm, we bid our farewell
to this institution carrying the memories it had given us.
I was over cloud nine, when Shri. Velaian stated that we are
moving towards the Thanjavur Big Temple or the Brihadeshwara Temple. It was my
dream to visit this city since my childhood especially this temple. This dream could
be fulfilled only because of KAP. It was about 7 km away from this institution.
There was a large ahali around the temple. It was a deep trench around the temple.
It was filled with water in the ancient time, covered with crocodile and poisonous
snakes. They were used to protect the temple. There were three gates around the
temple. The warriors stayed in the temple looking after its welfare. We saw the
Raja Raja Chola Manimandapam. The Gopuram of the temple could be seen from
kms away as it was very large and situated at great heights. The structure at the
top was made of a single stone. It represented the architectural beauty of the rich
past with its beautiful carvings. The temple was constructed in such a way that the
shadow of the temple never falls on the ground. We passed through a bridge above
the famous Kaveri River.The Kaveri is a large Indian river. The origin of the river is
traditionally placed at Talakaveri, Kodaguin the Western Ghats in Karnataka, flows
generally south and east through Karnataka and Tamil Nadu and across the
southern Deccan plateau through the southeastern lowlands, emptying into the Bay
of Bengal through two principal mouths.
After parking the bus at the parking lot, we walked towards the temple
team wise, headed by their respective general consultants. We, the red team
moved forward under the able guidance of Shri. Samraj. Brihadeshwara Temple is
a Hindu

temple dedicated

state of Tamil

Nadu.

It

to Shiva located
is

also

known

in Thanjavur in
as Periya

the Indian

Kovil, RajaRajeswara

Temple and Rajarajeswaram. It is one of the largest temples in India and is an
example of Dravidian Architecture during the Chola period. Built by emperor Raja
Raja Chola and was completed in 1010 AD, the temple turned 1000 years old in
2010. The temple is part of the UNESCO World Heritage Site known as the "Great
Living Chola Temples", with the other two being the Brihadeeswarar Temple,
Gangaikonda Cholapuram and Airavatesvara temple.
The experience was truly marvelous. The temple was completely made of rocks
surrounded by green grass. The air here was fresh although it was located at the
heart of the city. It was referred as the natural AC. Three gates, present here
adds on to the protection of the temple. The large Nandi here was one of the
greatest eyesight. It is believed that this Nandi keeps on growing on its heights.
The topmost stone weighs over 60 tones. A large inclined plain was set from the
top most part to distance of about 50 km. It was then pushed up to the top most
part of the temple. Since the structure represented a conical shape, the shadow
never falls on the floor. The large Shiva temple (Brihadeshwara) was the key
attraction of this temple. The lingam was built about 1010 AD. There were a lot of
other Shiva structures around the temple with the famous Thanjavur painting
depicted in the wall. This site was a key attraction for the tourists. It was one of
the greatest days in my life. I had carried some of my savings up to Thanjavur with
an intention to buy the famous Thanjavur Thalayatti Bommai. The shops were very
rushy. After managing to buy one, we rushed back to the bus as the clock has
touched past 5:30 pm.
We saw a beautiful view during the journey back to Pudukottai. The Sun
was covered with orange up to its middle portion and yellow to the southern parts.
We saw the Thanjavur air force camp, which had a large and long run way. We
heard sounds of fighter jets taking and landing at the base. Finally we reached the
destination, Team Super Specialty Hospital at Pudukottai, were the arrangement
for us to meet with the great doctors of IMA was done. The clock ticked 7:45 pm.
We took our positions and waited a while for the guests to arrive.
The guests of the day were:



Dr. Rajkumar



Dr. Veeramuthu



Dr. Anbu Danabal



Dr. Thanashekar (Director, Team Super Specialty Hospital)

Miss. Gby gave a brief overview on the theme Consume With Care. She went
across the entire points that she conversed at the IICPT, Thanjavur. We were all
astonished by the speech that she gave even without taking a break. She
emphasized mainly on Natural resources, water bodies, Mountains, Coast,
Agriculture and Energy. She stressed on one of the quote of Albert Einstein:
“Look closely into the nature and you will understand everything better”
She was also left with the in charge of compeering the session and
delivered an attracting welcome note. After welcoming all, she summoned me to
present my speech on Western Ghats. I started my words by appreciating the
chief guests and then spoke on the activities of KAP, till date. After briefly
explaining the organization‟s activities, I moved on to my speech – The Western
Ghats.
The Western Ghats are one of the most beautiful and attractive place in the
world. It is a UNESCO World Heritage Site and is one of the eight "hottest
hotspots" of biological diversity in the world. The range runs north to south along
the western edge of the Deccan plateau, and separates the plateau from a narrow
stretch of coastal plain called the Konkan, along the Arabian Sea. A total of thirty
nine properties including national parks, wildlife sanctuaries and reserve forests
were designated as world heritage sites - twenty in Kerala, ten in Karnataka, five
in Tamil Nadu and four in Maharashtra. I pointed out the recent statistics which
showed the number of species left in the western Ghats. I explained in brief about
its Geography, Water bodies, Climate, Biodiversity and the Western Ghats
Experts Ecology Panel.
After receiving whole lot of appreciation from the gathering, Miss.
Nayana was welcomed to give a talk on Natural Resources of Kanyakumari. She
referred Kanyakumari as the best tourist spot in the world. She mentioned about
the various natural resources present here including the mountains, water bodies,
crops etc. She talked on the specialty of Maruthual Malai; A.V.M Canal etc. 30.2%

of Kanyakumari is covered with forests which are now in the verge of destruction.
She stressed on the point that protection of these resources are very important.
She too received a whole lot of appreciation from the crowd.
Jasim Farvin (the leader of yellow team) presented a talk of Agricultural
challenges. He too spoke a bit on activities of KAP and then moved on to his topic.
“There is no culture without agriculture” – he quoted. He presented a detailed
report on agricultural resources in Kanyakumari. His talk covered the recent
statistics, export, import etc. He too pointed out the darker side – destruction of
agriculture. His speech was continued with Akshaya who presented on El Nino.
El Niño is defined by prolonged warming in the Pacific Ocean sea surface
temperatures when compared with the average value. Her talk was in our mother
tongue Tamil. The increase climate temperature leads to global warming. El Nino
has been occurred since ancient time. It was also reported in 1982, 1983 and so on.
Her words provided a lot of information on El Nino. It was continued by Siddharth
who spoke on Kaveri River.
He covered the mind of the listeners by speaking in two languages –
Tamil and English. He started with Tamil and finished up with English. He provided
latest facts about the Kaveri river. He mentioned the dispute between Tamil Nadu
and Karnataka over the usage of water of Kaveri river. The chief guest Dr.
Thanashekar arrived during his speech and was left stranded to hear the melodious
words of Siddharth.
The
speakers
list
finished as soon as the Dereshiya
presented
her
speech
on
Thamarabarani and Kegisha Mol
on
Organic
farming.
The
information that they passed on
was truly valuable.
After
all
the
speech Shri. Velaian took over
the session. We could see the
spark in his eyes while he was
speaking as it was very much
filled with energy that he got from the speech of some of the young scientists. He
quoted up the essence that he understood from the various speech made by the
young scientists. He was happy to conduct a programme here at IMA, Pudukottai

and thanked Dr. Vijaykumar who had made the necessary arrangements. With his
guidance, KAP conducted a lot of programme at different spots, including the IMA
Nammakkal, Dindigul, Erode etc. He quoted a statement made by a person when he
heard the speech done by a former young scientist. The person requested to Shri.
Velaian to handover the children that he had shaped to them and take away the
children present with him. These words were very much enough to understand the
true value that KAP gives to the future generations that it makes. Shri. Velaian
replied to it by asking him to hand over his children to him, but not to give his
children to them.
He appreciated everyone‟s talk. It was a great chance to speak
in front of these great doctors of IMA, Pudukottai. He conveyed his great thanks
to Dr. James Wilson (Chairman, Sigma College of Architecture) who had
arranged the transport facility for us and also towards Shri. Rajagopal who had
carried us to Thanjavur. He appreciated the former young scientist Miss. Gby Atee
who had given a wonderful overview on Consume With Care.
Dr. V. Thanashekar (CEO, TSSH) presented the vote of thanks. He was truly
pleased to hear the words of the
young scientists of KAP. He was
happy that the future generations
that are going to rule India are safe
in the hands of Kumari Arivial
Peravai. Germany and other small
nations are succeeding due to the
intense efforts taken by the people
to overcome the difficulties that
they face. India is still lacking behind
only due to the fact that the future
generations are not fully grown to
face the situations. He passed on the
driving seat of India, to the young scientists like us. During the 17 th and 18th
century India developed in all field other than technology. That‟s the main reason
to all the problems that we face today. We must keep the environment safe but we
need development. He communicated a true fact that oxygen is sold in cylinders in
Shangai, China as air had become polluted. The natural disasters like the Chennai
floods are apt to be described as Human made disasters. The lack of poor
knowledge and technology caused these problems. He instructed us to use our mind
of intelligence for development. The brave words of Dr. Thanashekar penetrated

into each and every young scientists like us who listened to him with deep
attention. I never had such an experience like this never before.
Before carrying our journey further, the members and staffs of TSSH,
presented the organizer of KAP, Shri. Velaian with a ponnada as their token of
appreciation. All the volunteers and officials of KAP were also presented with a
ponnada. I was shocked and was filled with joy as I along with Siddharth received a
ponnada for delivering a great talk. It was greatest of great moments in our life.
We never expected that we would be raised to such a level by KAP. We bow our
heads to KAP whole heartedly.
After a delicious dinner, we got back into the bus. The time was
past 10:30 pm at night. All of us carried unforgettable memories with us. Most of
us were tired with the day‟s work. As soon as we got into the bus, we all felt asleep.
But Princy and Nandhini of red team was there to entertain us with a lot of stories
including Tenali Raman and Akbar and Birbal stories. Their presence increased our
energy. We had a good night‟s sleep. I was dreaming my experience with KAP till
date. Truly it‟s a boon from God. By 6:00 am in the morning we were instructed to
wake up by Shri. Velaian. His eyes were shining as a crystal although he did not
sleep at the night. The time passed quickly. We enjoyed the morning sight of the
nature. Most of the young scientists got down at Nagercoil. Shri. Balakrishnan and
Shri. Thiruvengadam got down at Nagercoil. Their presence was the important
factor of the meeting. By 8:00 am we all reached the shadow of our parents. They
were very much happy to see us back after a gap of around 2 days.
This meeting of KAP is truly a memorable part of my life. All the
experience keeps on haunting me. I never thought of going to a reputed institution
like the Indian Institute of Crops Processing Technology (IICPT), to The famous
Thanjavur Brihadeshwara Temple and IMA, Pudukottai. This trip wasn‟t a tour to
us. It was a study that we conducted as a young scientist. The various lectures at
IICPT enriched us with processing technology in the field of agriculture. Thanjavur
Brihadeshwara temple opened us a door to look into the rich past of India. The
speech at IMA, Pudukottai motivated us to open our mouth and talk at any
situations. This study also revealed us from the atmosphere of our school and
home.
This programme is one of the important parts that the entire young
scientist must remember. These could not be possible with the kindness that god
uttered upon us and the dedication KAP pays to the nation.
THANK YOU KAP!! THANK YOU GOD!!

2.NAYANA K NAIR
YELLOW TEAM
“DON‟T JUDGE EACH DAY BY THE HARVEST THAT YOU REAP, BUT BY THE
SEEDS THAT YOU PLANT”
-ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON
The introductory meet for the short listed young scientists were held at LMS.
Boy‟s higher secondary school, Marthandam at 1/9/2015 which made us aware
about the activities and report writing session of KAP. The next program was on
7/9/2015 at Vpro technologies which was a training program on health
consciousness.
Then was a scientific awareness camp at CSI institute of
technology from 14 to 15 /9/2015 where we came to know about many interesting
and knowledgeful facts. Then we had a talent presentation camp on management
concepts at Sigma College of architecture on 28-29/9/2015. Then there was the
training program on medical science at Asaripallam medical college where we came
to know about medical in instruments and study about human body. We could also
complete our discussion about our notice which is to be distributed for our next
program. Then we had a coastal environmental study camp where we could know
more about coasts.
Now we are ready for our next program at Thanjavoor and Puthukottai which lasts
from 26- 28/12/2015 but unusually this program has 2 sessions.
i.

Study camp on consume with care

ii.

Conference on consume with care

However we were ready for the both. We could not say this program as neither a
camp or a one day program.
This time we were asked to be at Kalachanta bus stand at evening about 4‟o‟clock.
We started our journey then. It was a wonderful day and with an excitement to

see the IICPT (Indian Institute of Crop Processing Technology) Thanjavoor. We
have gone by the bus whicw was provided by MACET.
We enjoyed our trip with fun and joy.ie. With songs and dance. Then we went to a
hotel named Saravanabhava as some of our young scientists had forgotten to bring
food for dinner. We were asked to bring food with them for dinner.Those who had
brought were asked to take it in the porch of the hotel. After our dinner we again
stepped into our bus. After sometime the place was dark and we went to a short
nap.
We reached our destination ( Super Multi Speciality Hospital, Puthukottai) at
about 2:30 am. It was planned to take us to IICPT at the next day. After a
refreshment we went to a short sleep lasted for about 3 hours.
We were woken up by our guides at about 5:00 am and we all were ready at 6:00
am. We were then gathered at the lounge of the hospital. There we got an idea
about the program which was to be held that day and were asked to make some
model questions which is to be asked when we reach the „INTERACTIVE SESSION
WITH THE YOUNG SCIENTISTS.‟ at IICPT
“DO WHAT YOU CAN, WITH WHAT YOU HAVE, WHERE YOU ARE.”
-THEODORE ROOSEVELT
“IMITATION IS SUICIDE.”
-RALPH WALDO EMERSON
Keeping these quotes in our mind we prepared questions with each one with 2 and
we were excellent although some, a bit not. Our evaluators also corrected our
questions and also gave many ideas about other questions too.
There we also met a wonderful person, Mr.Anbu. Sri. Velain introduced him and
added that he was the one who helped us there. Probably he also had a talk with
us. He said that the information about the arrival of us was informed at last

minute to him and sorry for the inconvenience caused. He also wished us for our
trip to Thanjavoor. Although his words were simple it showered his love over us.
The most anticipated movement arrived and we were get set for our trip to
Thanjavoor. Before entering the bus we were also given the parcels for our
breakfast which is advised to be taken during our trip.
The way to Thanjavoor was filled with greenery. We enjoyed each and every
moment of our trip. After every trees which we cross during our way made us more
and more excited and made us eager to know about it.
We entered into the conference hall of the institution. The place was astonishing
and we were also chaired contentedly. Mr.Vishnu Shankar leader of red team did
the compeering. He welcomed all the notables of the ceremony. The program
started with a Tamil Thai Vazhthu.
“DO YOUR OWN THING ON YOUR OWN TERMS AND GET WHAT YOU CAME
HERE FOR.”

-OLIVER JAMES
First of all, Ms. Gby Atee a former young scientist was welcomed to give an over
view on „CONSUME WITH CARE. She said that „7 billion dreams and one planet.
Consume with care was the theme of the year 2015-2016 and we were more
focussed on Kanya Kumari district. She also added that this program will help us
realise our inner potential and will increase our confidence and further said that
the main aim of the program is to develop our skills. Then she thanked the IICPT
for arranging a comfortable place and for giving the permission for us to study
about the institution.
Then she moved towards the stuff of anxiety. She said that as the population
increase the consumption was also increase. So it is essential to consume all

resources with care. She said about various sub headings and explained that one by
one.
RIVERS:
Rivers are one of the major resources for irrigation. But we are not using that in
a proper manner. We are polluting it and now it became unfit to use. This not only
affects the aquatic animals but also a reason for the low yield in our area.
ENERGY RESOURCES:
We are also using our energy resources rapidly. The problem is not using the
resource, we are not using it for our needs but we are just wasting it for our
luxury. The demand was also increasing and added that most people in South Africa
were not having electricity and they are living below the poverty line.
MOUNTAINS:
Once there were beautiful eye-catching mountains in our district but now they are
slowly disappearing. We the selfish are destroying them for our needs. If this
continues we could not see a mountain and should travel miles to show „what
mountains are?‟ for our next generation.
And then she concluded by giving a message that we should consume all our natural
resources for our need only.
Then Mrs. Vidhya Lekshmi was invited to give away the welcome address. She
ended her words in a simple and humble manner. She quoted the words. “Everyone
is enlightened with a light inside.” and added that the lab study would give you
more knowledge.
Then there was a presentation by, Mrs. Alice Sujatha. She told that although
Kanyakumari situated in the corner of the country, is endowed with numerous
natural resources, good climate, beautiful places etc., and it was her native place
too.

Food was the basic need for our life often the 3 things which was essential to live
is
food
shelter &
cloth
Then she came on to the matter. She was to give her presentation on activities
of IICPT. She told that it was started in the year 1967. Then she said about its
Departments
staff pattern
Trainings
Incubation centres
Mobile food processing unit
Mobile food testing laboratory
The 3 main focussed areas
Research
extension
Academies.
Which include types of program, Gadgets, Machineries, Laboratories, Students
activities, food grains, species, storage concepts etc.,
And finally she said about the motivation of Institution. Its motivation was
„HUNGER FREE LIFE‟ as more than 240 million of people were died of hunger and it
will be really like a charity work if it is in the effect.
In her talk she also added that they are also taking the farmers for the trainings
and this institution is looking for a way to ban insecticides and to be organic.

In conclusion she said that it is necessary to consume our food with care and it is
necessary to increase in production of food. Sri Velain was also welcomed to give
the vote of thanks.
WHATEVER THE MIND OF A MAN CAN CONCEIVE AND BELIEVE, IT CAN BE
ACHIEVED
-NAPOLEON BONAPARTE.
Again there was a presentation session by Mrs. Hema on food processing and
value addition. She said that India is a dense populated country and it has a poor
food habit. Due to poor food habit deficiency of food takes place. She also showed
some images of diseases caused by deficiency of food. Then she said about
•

India‟s position as a front ranking producer of many food commodities

•

some of the level of food processing sectors in India

•

causes of harvest loses in agriculture

•

production of food commodities and their estimated post harvest loses

•

Indian agriculture and horticulture

•

India‟s share in world production of food

•

towards the 5th largest consumer market by 2025

•

food grain production

•

grains in India

•

post harvest technology

•

importance as a farmer

•

processor and consumer

“Delay in process is a big problem and a huge loss may occur due to this. If
immediate solution is taken we can save our country from this problem.” with this
she concluded the first section then was value addition

•
Converting the fresh produce into products which could be utilised for
immediate purpose or stored for future use is called food processing.
•

Advances in processing techniques is value addition

•
Rice, millets, maize and pulses or other food crops that are consumed more
are called stable food
She also said that as a young scientist we have to take the responsibility to
populate our country grains such as rice and millets
•

value addition in fruits and vegetables

•

baking and confectionary techniques

•

processing, packaging, grading and cool storage of fruits and vegetables

Then she concluded her talk by saying that we should process and preserve food
items and she also showed a posture on “GUIDE TO INDIAN HEALTH AND
DUTIES” Finally she showed a video on processing of tomato sauce. The tomato
was first heated then balanced, and then concentrated and packed.
Truly her presentation was fantastic.
Mr.Edwin Sam
honoured Mrs.Vidhya Lekshmi and Mr.Balakrishnan honoured
Mrs.Hema by a book.
Again was a presentation by Dr.Suresh Kumar on food safety concepts. He said
about
IMPORTANCE SENSE NEED TO FOLLOW WHEN WE CONSUME AN OBJECT.
The objective of the presentation was
•

identify the risk factors

•

identify the food safety hazards and controls

•

knowledge to determine safety of food program

Then he said about food borne statistics and about
•

risk factors of having food

•

food from unsafe sources

•

inadequate cooking

•

improper holding temperature

•

contaminated equipments

•

poor personal hygiene

Then about why we gamble with our health? It takes about 6 weeks to become ill
from unsafe food. We may become sick later although we feel safe after eating.
Then he said about people with high risk of food borne illness which include
•

infants

•

pregnant women

•

young children

•

old people

•

children with weak immunity system

Then he came on to the topic food hazards with the clear explanation of
•

chemical hazards

•

physical hazards

•

biological hazards

Then about key recommendation for food safety which include 5 sub headings
clean:
We should clean our hands, food contact surfaces fruits and vegetables before use
as it could spread bacteria to others. Then he also said about how and when to
wash hands

separate:
Use different cutting boards for cutting different things
And use clean plates for having food.
cook:
Cook food in safe temperature. The only way to know whether food has been
cooked is to use a safe internal temperature
Chill
He said about the two hour rule and danger zone he also added that monitor
refrigerator and freezer temperature as bacteria can rapidly multiply between 40
degree and 140 degree Celsius.
Avoid
•

raw milk and milk products

•

raw egg food

•

partially cooked food

•

unpasteurised juices

•

raw sprouts

•

washing poultry and raw meat

He also added that read the labels of each product to understand about it and
injured food is not safe to keep inside refrigerator. He concluded by giving a short
notice on food borne pathogens with e.g. and what disease it could cause.
Then was the doubt session and we asked many questions to him and he explained
all those without any hesitation in a simple way. He was also honoured by Mrs.
Stella by a book.

Then Mr.Paranthaman was invited to give a presentation on food adulteration and
quality tests. He first of explained about food then adulteration and then came on
to the topic food adulteration. He also explained about the types of adulteration.
•

Intentional adulteration.

•

Incidental adulteration

•

Metallic adulteration

He also added that the food adulteration is found mostly on Tirunelveli area and
explained about some adulterated food such as turmeric, vegetables, mustard etc.,
He also explained how they are adulterating the food. Then he said about the
purpose of adulteration that is the main purpose for this was tendency to money on
part of some selfish traders of using unfair means. Then he suspected that from
this institute also there were samples tested and many of the products were
rejected in the year 2015. Then he alleged that the government is saying to add
colour but that should be limited and we are adding it in exceeded manner and this
can cause much danger to us. He concluded by showing posters written „PROTECT
YOUR FAMILY FROM THE HARMNESS OF FOOD ADULTATION‟ and a video
which showed the „scene behind the curtain‟ that is adulteration in food especially
in water melon and green peace.
Ms. Malarvizhi also honoured Mr.Paranthaman by a book. Then was the time for
our lab study.
“A ROOM WITHOUT BOOKS IS LIKE A BODY WITHOUT A SOUL.”
― MARCUS TULLIUS CICERO

We went to the library of the institution. It was marvellous and was like a palace
of books. It contains countless books and what we could absorb is that most books
were related to food. We could see books of
•

study on vacuum packaging of freshly harvested crops – Noorul Anisha

•

Encyclopaedia of food analysis - - S.N.Mohan Roy

•

Hand book of food processing technology – SE Bhatia

•

Complete technology book on coco and other products.

•

Optimization in food engineering

“SO MANY BOOKS, SO LITTLE TIME.”
― FRANK ZAPPA
The above quote happened to me and by not wasting our time in worrying we went
to our next session. Next was department of food quality and safety test.
Mrs.Vidhya Lekshmi explained more about rice processing there we discussed
about
processing of paddy
testing of food items
essential energy products
proximal components
structure of paddy
plastic rice
infections in paddy
black rise
Native place of crops
NABC National Agrodated Board of Carbohydrates etc.
There we could also see many rare types of equipment used for various testing of
food items and Mr. Paranthaman explained about these equipment.

LCMS:
It is used for the separation of chemicals based on their molecules and will costs 1
crore
HTMC:
This was used for the separation of components from numerous components.
Amino Acid Analyser:
It is used to test the presence of amino acid.
RTPCR:
It is used to test whether the item is genetically modified or not.
ICPMS:
This is used for the detection of metals and this was the founder of lead in Maggie
noodles.
Then we went to food safety laboratory and there was microbiology lab and
Mr.Rajendran was our guide there. He said that as the name suggests this lab was
related to microbes. There we could see many notices it was a National Agricultural
Innovation Project Funding Agents which was organised by ICAR that is Indian
Council of Agricultural Research. It was aimed to make the time taken to make idli
to be reduced by the action of micro organisms. Generally it would take 10-12
hours to make the dough for idli ready but by this project it is expected to reduce
the time to 1-2 hours. Besides the ordinary method by using some chemical method
of fermentation they could do that but this project does not involve the action of
microbes. This will make the bacteria to grow faster and there is no side effects
detected. Then on another part Mrs. Thenmozhi was explaining about the growth
of microbes. She also showed a cultural plate with microbes grown on it.

Then we went to the Food processing business and incubation centre and there
Mrs.Shheeba was our guide. There we could see many machines for packing items
and she explained very neatly about those. First we could see the machine packing
pickles then a meal vaccum packer, an inkjet printer, clipping machines, ban sealer,
clipping wrapper machines, spectro phote meter etc.
“Don‟t judge each day by the harvest that you reap, but by the seeds that you
plant” -Robert Louis Stevenson
Then we went to the mobile food testing laboratory and there we could see the
adulteration in pepper seeds and another mobile food testing laboratory we could
see the equipments used to make the tomato sauce as what we saw in the
presentation by Mrs.Hema.
Then we were again gathered at 4:30 pm and there we got a short talk by Sri
Velain. He said that this was the first time getting the young scientists into IICPT
and without even knowing us their staffs had takes care of us and this was very
informative for us. He also added that he was feeling very happy and by doing such
works they are also inspiring others. He concluded his talk by saying this year
would be unforgettable because of this.
“YESTERDAY IS HISTORY, TOMORROW IS A MYSTERY, TODAY IS A GIFT OF
GOD, WHICH IS WHY WE CALL IT THE PRESENT.”

― BIL KEANE
We again got onto our bus and our journey then continued to Prakriteeshwar
temple. We were so happy for letting us to witness the gorgeousness of a famous
temple like this and many of us returned from there with a lot of goods. It was one
of the unforgettable moments in our journey with KAP family.
Then we had our dinner at Team super multi speciality hospital and were
again gathered there. Miss. Gby former young scientist did the anchoring and it
was started with a Tamil Thai Vazhtu. She first of all gave an overview on the
theme of this year consume with care. She focussed mostly about the problems
faced by our natural resources and also added a quote by Albert Einstein that
“LOOK CLOSE TO THE NATURE AND YOU WILL UNDERSTAND ALL!” There we
had a conference on consume with care which was our 2nd part of this trip. 7

students had their talk about the topics given to them and Mr.Vishnushankar was
first invited to give his talk on Western Ghats and then was my turn. I gave a short
note on natural resources of Kanyakumari. Then was Mr.Jasim‟s turn for giving a
note on agricultural challenges, then on illeno by Ms.Akshaya, then on Kaveri river
by Mr.Siddharth and then Ms. Derisha on Thamarabharani river and finally
Ms.Kegishamol on topic organic farming. All gave their presentation well. All
presented well on their topics given to them.
Then sri.Velain addressed the gathering. He told about the KAP, its mission and
its challenges. He also told about the problems occurred while moving this program
and this was like a drop of water in a sea for KAP. He then added that “We were
teaching them in different ways so that they were to be a good young scientist and
we had a good talk now” He also thanked the authorities who gave the permission
for us to conduct our program here.
Then was the turn for Mr. Dhansekaran to have his words and he first of all said
sorry for being late as he had joined after our program had began. He added that
our talk was like a social thinker. Our environment was being polluted. In the olden
days we had not thought about science but this was the period where we send
Mangalyan to mars. Our scientific technology had grown more and more today. We
are consuming our natural resources with care. In big cities they had started to
sell even oxygen cylinders. If we continue to be careless in our area also we should
buy oxygen cylinders for our survival. He concluded his talk by motivating us by
saying that we should be very caring and without selfishness we should try to
consume our resources with care.
Mr. Dhansekaran also honoured Sri. Velain by a shawl and Mr. Edwin Sam honoured
Mr .Dhansekaran by a book and Mr. Thiruvenkadam honoured Mr. Anbu by a book.
Then Mr.Anbu was also asked to select two best speakers and Mr. Vishnushankar &
Mr.Sidharth were the 2. The program ended with a national anthem.
This camp improved my confidence level a lot. I also got an opportunity to express
my central endowment to all. During the presentation I was also able to interact
with great personalities and clear my doubts and thus my fear of talking with other
peoples was thrown away and I was able to share my outlook confidently among
others. This program was really an unforgettable moment in my life and this
program also helped me to measure the deep sea that is I came to know about many
equipments which is impossible for an ordinary people like us to see and We could
also be a witness for many more machineries. The rarest machineries! I express my

deep sense of gratitude to KAP ad its organizer, Sri. Mullanchery M.Velaian for
giving me such a great opportunity to forget my fear and also made me to talk in
front of great great personalities. I also thank other evaluators of KAP who were
slowly moulding me like a young scientist.
THANK YOU KAP!!!

